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“For my middle management penguins”
America’s leadership guru tells fables
Interview with John P. Kotter
John P. Kotter is known for his successful books on frame breaking change. Now the American Leadership and
Change guru sets out to teach the masses about the dynamics of change in an unorthodox manner. By telling a
story about ‘Fred’. Fred, the penguin.

By Job ten Bosch
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John P. Kotter

John P. Kotter, an expert on leadership at
the Harvard Business School. His international bestseller Leading Change -- which
outlined an actionable, 8-step process for
implementing successful transformations
became the change bible for managers
around the world.
Kotter is the author of The Heart of Change
(2002), John P. Kotter on What Leaders Really
Do (1999), Matsushita Leadership (1997),
Leading Change (1996), The New Rules
(1995), Corporate Culture and Performance
(1992), A Force for Change (1990), The Leadership Factor (1988), Power and Inﬂuence
(1985), The General Managers (1982), and
ﬁve other books published in the 1970’s.
His books have been reprinted in eighty
foreign language editions, and total sales
are approaching two million copies. His
articles in the Harvard Business Review
have sold a million and a half copies.
Kotter lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts
and in Ashland, New Hampshire with his
wife, Nancy Dearman, and his children,
Caroline and Jonathan.
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“You might think that Fred was an odd bird,
perhaps the kind of bird that other penguins
did not want to spend time with. But that
wasn’t really true. Fred was just doing what
seemed right to him. As result, he became
increasingly alarmed at what he saw.” This is
part of the ﬁrst chapter already published on
www.ouricebergismelting.com.
The title would make you believe Kotter’s new
book is about global heating, but it is not.
Instead it tells the story of a penguin colony
faced with a challenge. Fred the penguin,
our leading character, discovers that their
iceberg is melting and that destruction of
their penguin world is imminent. What now?
Change!

Mr. Kotter. A book about penguins
is not something one would usually
expect.
In a way it’s even a logical extension of my
earlier work. I started out with case studies in
the mid 1990’s about the most common pitfalls one comes across when leading change.
My book The Heart of Change was a best seller
all over the world, but was mainly bought by
managers and CEO’s. For change to really
happen, you need the whole organisation to
understand the dynamics of it. To start a discussion about change, you need to make it
understandable.

How did you come up with such an idea?
People, who I respected dearly, came to me
and told me their whole organisation should
understand my work on change or at least recognize the dynamics. At the same moment,

a German chap, Holger Rathgeber, created a
two hour training based on my books. In these
trainings he let the participants play a role in
a ‘penguin colony’. This triggered the imagination of the participants and created a playful
environment. One day he send me an email
about this and it all came together. I said to
him “we should be writing a book together” so
we did.

“This book is the most powerful
vehicle that I have ever written.”
Change management for the masses?
Fables have culturally been a very powerful
tool for getting a message across great distances. Furthermore, it also has roots in neurology since stories trigger more senses and
therefore engages the brain more. This helps
people to learn.
More important, it reaches also people without a business administration background.
The use of micro-stories has proven to be a
very effective tool within change processes
itself. This book is the most powerful vehicle
that I have ever written.

So it also ‘practising what you preach’?
In a way it is. This book is in fact step 4 and
5 of my 8-step model. It is about communicating change and empowering others to act. Be
aware, that my work is about non-incremental change. It is about those moments that
you have to take giant leaps. (See also the separate BOX on Kotter’s 8-step model on transforming organisations)

Your book will be published in several
languages. Even in Dutch. This raises
the question if your model also works
in other cultures?
Today, I received an email of a group of young
people in India. They feel that the country has
to change. Those people are thinking nation
wide and use the framework to help them
doing it. Their question was mainly ‘How can
you change the basic social norms in creating
leadership and entrepreneurship?’ So they
started talking with universities and created a
board of trustees of distinguished people.

“My middle level penguins
are those who are going to
start the ﬁre.”
This is mainly step one and two of my 8-step
model, establishing a sense of urgency and
creating a powerful coalition that can guide
the change process. 75% of my work is build
up from cases about corporate organisations
from the US. But many governmental institutions have used my work with success in
totally different countries. I often get messages of churches and the ﬁrst to pick up on the

Eight Steps to
Transform Your
Organization
1. Establish a Sense of Urgency
2. Form a Powerful Guiding Coalition
3. Create a Vision
4. Communicate the Vision
5. Empower Others to Act on the
Vision
6. Plan for and Create Short-Term Wins
7. Consolidate Improvements and
Produce Still More Change
8. Institutionalize New Approaches
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penguin book was the US Military. It is topic
neutral, it is system neutral and, most of all, it
is cultural neutral.

But does it always require a top-down
approach?
Certainly not! Just as in my story change often
starts in the middle of the organisation. Fred
is not a leader of the pack, nor is he an absolute beginner. He is just a middle management penguin. It starts in the middle of the
organisation. The top of the organisation is
vast asleep. It’s just this curious penguin that
starts the process. Of course, when you have
a brilliant leader then it radiates down the
organisation very fast, but those people are
very scarce. The point is that change can commence everywhere. It is not a chaotic process.
Climate change is an topic Ruud Lubbers
also addresses in this issue. How does
your view on change management
relate to this?
The change you are talking about is huge.
People tend to even underestimate this in
much smaller changes. They tell me they are
trying to jump 5 metres, but what they have
to cross is more about 50 metres. Al Gore’s
movie, The Inconvenient Truth, came out over

here a few months ago, and what he is trying
to do, more than anything, is to create a sense
of urgency. He created not just a presentation,
but he included drama and a story. I wish we
had better measures to see if the way he is
doing this, is working out. You can get a signiﬁcant amount people in the USA and at least
a quarter of them will deny that there is a
global climate problem. Of these people, those
who are really on their toes are just 10 percent.
This needs to be more around the 60 percent.
You need them, if you really want to start a
ﬁre. It is hard to get leverage on this. If you dig
underneath,... it is just not there. People have
no appealing argument to change their way
of life. In the oil industry they use the burning
platform metaphor. People start to feel the
sense of urgency when the platform is on ﬁre.
But then it is too late. You won’t get much
change, when everybody is dead.

Our iceberg is melting
The Dutch version of Kotter’s book has ISBN
90.470.0092.7 The book’s rights have been
sold for every of the 12 main languages except
for one language in Europe. “No interest from
the French. Lord help us”.
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